
Plural Inflection in a Classifier Language
Based on the complementary distribution between plural inflection and numeral-classifiers often
found in languages, the literature proposes a uniform DP structure for both classifier and
non-classifier languages. Borer (2005) formalizes this complementarity by positing a DIV head,
with the function of individuation, which is realized either by Pl(ural) inflection or Cl(assifiers).
In this paper, we look at Magahi (Eastern Indo-Aryan/EIA family) that has a plural inflection -an
which co-occurs with a numeral classifier -go. The absence of the expected complementarity
aside, there are semantic differences between -an and -go, with the classifier solely undertaking
the individuation function. We explain these differences by placing -go on DIV/Cl and -an on
Num(ber)P. Magahi is therefore similar to Chinese, Vietnamese, Persian (Li 1999, Gebhardt
2009, Zhang 2013, and Le and Schmitt 2016, Jiang 2017) that also fail to show the expected
complementarity. The paper also provides evidence that -an is indeed placed on a Num head, and
is not a plural modifier as has been argued for some classifier languages (Wiltschko 2008).

To begin, Magahi plural nouns are marked optionally with -an, and are accompanied by a
numeral-classifier -go. The marker -an denotes a plurality of boys, as discrete individuals or as a
set.
(1) a. teen-*(go) laik-an b. teen-*(go) laikaa

three-*(Cl) boy-Pl ‘3 boys’ three-*(Cl) boy ‘3 boys’
Compare these sentences with (2), where -go also shows up on the numeral ‘one’, where the
meaning conveyed is that of ‘an individual boy’. From this, we infer that in (1), the individuation
semantics is coming from the classifier, while the plurality is coming from the -an marker.
(2) ek-*(go) laikaa

one-*(Cl)  boy ‘A boy’
The literature on similar plural forms found in other EIA languages with numeral classifiers
identifies them as associative plurals, rather than as canonical plural inflections. One notable
example is the Bangla -raa which ascribes a collective or associative reading to its nominal host
(Chacón 2011, Biswas 2013). Magahi -an appears on family names, giving them a collective
reading (3), very similar to the Bangla -raa (4), where both stand for ‘The Teewari family’.
(3) Teewari-an (4) Teewari-raa

Teewari-Pl Teewari-Pl
However, the above diagnostic is not very effective in correctly identifying an associative plural
marker as firstly, nouns such as family names are collective entities, to begin with. Secondly,
canonical plural inflections also give an associative reading when attached to such nouns;
consider the Hindi oblique plural inflection on Teewari-yon (‘Teewari-Pl/Teewari family’) and
English plural ‘The Bidens’ (lit. ‘the Biden family’). We, therefore, choose new diagnostics that
clearly categorize Magahi -an as an inflectional plural -
(i) -an gives a ‘plural reading’ to proper nouns/individuals, instead of an ‘associative reading’
(contrast Magahi (5) with Bangla (6))
(5) Jyoti-an (6) Jyoti-raa

Jyoti-Pl   ‘Jyotis (multiple Jyoti)’ Jyoti-Pl  ‘Jyoti and family’
(ii) -an also triggers number agreement on adjectives, unlike Bangla -raa (contrast Magahi (7)
with Bangla (8)).
(7) gork-an  laik-an/gor-ka laikaa (8) phorshaa chhele/phorshaa chhele-raa

fair-Pl     boy-Pl/fair    boy fair boy/fair boy-Pl
The data presented above support the idea that -an is an inflectional plural. Indeed the language
has an alternative associative plural marker -ni for pronouns (compare (9) with Bangla (10)).
This also explains why -an is not put to an associative plural use.



(9) toh-*an/toh-ni (sab) (10) tom-raa (sobaai)
you-Pl/you-Pl  all you-Pl    all

With that information, we go back to the analysis of classifiers and plurals provided by Borer
(2005). According to the structure she provides in (11), there is a single DIV head, where both
plural and classifier are realized.
(11) [DP D [#P # [DIVP DIV(Pl/Cl) [NP ] ] ] ]
The structure in (11) however does not explain the co-appearance of -an and the classifier -go in
Magahi. We, therefore, propose a delinking of the Num(Pl) head from the Cl head, with only the
latter undertaking the individuation function. The plural -an, on the other hand, is placed on the
Num(Pl) head, adjacent to the N (12).
(12) [DP D  [ClP/DivP Cl [NumP Num(Pl) [NP N]]]]
The structure in (12) is good for all languages that allow numeral classifiers and plural inflection
to co-appear. Magahi is one of them; others include Chinese (Li 1999, Zhang 2013, Jiang 2017),
Indonesian (Chung 2000, Dalrymple & Mofu 2011).

One may further ask if -an is indeed located on a separate Num(Pl) head, in light of the
fact that some languages also use plural markers which look like inflectional markers but are
actually merged as modifiers. Working with such a language Halkomelem, Wiltschko (2008)
presents ample evidence that the plural markers are modifiers adjoined to nominal roots, rather
than being present on a separate Pl head (13).
(13) [DP D [nP n [√ root [pluralizer √root] ] ] ]
Picking up a couple of diagnostics from her work to identify plural modifiers we show below
that Magahi -an fails such tests. The data further corroborate our claim that -an is indeed a plural
inflection positioned on a Num (Pl) head and, is not just a modifier.

The first test shows that, unlike Halkomelem, the presence of Magahi -an on the noun
triggers obligatory agreement on the noun. This has also been demonstrated in (7), where the
adjective gor (fair) is obligatorily marked with the plural form, when the noun ‘boy’ is also
overtly marked with -an. The second test shows that Magahi, unlike Halkomelem, and much like
English, has bare plurals which can be used as arguments (14). For Wiltschko, nouns merged
with a Num(Pl) head are #Ps, or bare plurals that can appear as arguments, while those merged
with a modifier ‘plural’ are NPs that fail to appear in argument positions without an overt
determiner.
(14) laik-an    khelit̪          hai        maid̪an me

child-Pl.  play.prog.  be.prs.  field in.pp.loc
‘Children are playing in the field’ (Kumar, 2018:15)

To summarise, our work adds to the growing empirical evidence that not all numeral-classifier
languages lack plural marking. Within such languages that allow the two to co-occur, there is a
further divide between those with a plural modifier and those with a plural inflection. Magahi is
an instance of the latter type of numeral classifier languages. This paper is thus a novel
contribution to the understanding of the number system in the Eastern Indo-Aryan family, which
is generally considered to lack number inflection.
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